Truck paint job ideas

What better way to make your hotrod pickup truck stand out from the pack than a badass,
eye-catching, custom flame paint job! The right flames on a custom truck can take it to the next
level. Today, flames live on, but the techniques have become more varied. These can range
from the ultra-realistic airbrushed flames to the basic single color examples. Ghost flames are a
great option if you desire a more subtle look on your truck, as these consist of the flame color
matching the rest of the body color. Some ghosted flame paint jobs are so subtle that you can
barely distinguish it from the rest of the basic paint job. Flame patterns are truly limitless, so
you can expect that no two flame paint jobs will be the same. Select A Make. Products Reviews
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a complete makeover to your old car or add an element of excitement to a new one, two tone car
painting can be your best bet. Here are some ideas for you Here are some ideas for youâ€¦. The
paint of a vehicle is primarily responsible for giving a vehicle its identity. Paint is also a
measurement of newness of a car. Hence, many owners consider giving a fresh paint to their
old cars to give them an instant makeover. Incidentally, a paint color also speaks volume about
the nature of the car owner. For instance, a red car often indicates a sports loving, adventurous
owner, whereas a blue car owner is more of a peaceful creature, while a black car indicates that
the owner is someone not to be messed with! In that context, a custom colored car, with bold
graphics represents the fun loving nature of the owner. On the other hand, a two tone colored
car often captures your attention for its ability to stand out without making an overwhelming
style statement. So, in case you wish to up the glamor quotient of your car, then you might
benefit from the ideas given in this article. In simple words, two tone car painting is a technique
of painting your car in two distinct colors. Yet, there are a few guidelines on how to two tone a
car. The general design involves painting the top two-thirds of the car in one color and the
remainder in a solid neutral color. Some car owners may reverse the design and paint the
bottom two-thirds in solid color and the top in neutral. Depending upon where and how the
colors meet, two tone car painting can be categorized into following techniques. Would you like
to write for us? Well, we're looking for good writers who want to spread the word. Get in touch
with us and we'll talk This is the most basic design, in which a hard line divides the two paint
colors. Vehicles with a distinct body line can make use of this design, as it is possible to paint
different colors on either side of the body line. There are numerous ideas for painting your car
with two colors on each side of the body line. You can combine a solid color such as red,
electric blue, forest green, etc. On the other hand, you can also use the different tones of a
same color for a less dramatic effect. For painting a car using this technique, it is preferable to
leave a space of at least inches on either side of the body line. The space where the two colors
meet can be pin striped or painted in an altogether different color. This is similar to hard line,
only that there is no distinct portion where the two colors meet. You can create a body line and
paint the car in two different colors on either side of the body line. The colors are then blended
with each other such that there is no distinct meeting place for the two colors. Thus, you cannot
tell where one color ends and where the other begins. This is a nice way to give a more natural
and subdued look to a car. If both the colors are different tones of the same color or are dull,
then you can use a third, brighter color to create a fuzzy patch between the two colors. This
technique is different from the two mentioned above and often creates brilliant results. In this
technique, you give a special pearl paint coat on the existing base coat of the car. The result is,
you see a brilliant sheen of a different color on the existing color, when viewed in light. This
way, you can use any combination of colors that you want. However, to make your work really
stand out, use an uncommon color for the base coat. You can get a two tone paint job done at
any custom auto shop. The cost of two toning a car is far less than other custom car painting
jobs such as graphics, etc. However, if you insist upon doing it on your own, then be assured
that you are in for some serious stuff. Although, this is not a laborious job, it requires a certain
amount of skill and knowledge. The area around the body line, where the two colors meet can
be especially tedious to paint. You will need to use a special tape such as 3M Fine Line blue or
green to cover this area while you are airbrushing the two colors. Remove the tape while the
paint is still wet, so that there are no elevated edges. It is recommended that you paint the
lighter tone first and then proceed to the deeper one. Thus, two tone car painting is indeed a
great idea to revamp the look of your car. If you decide to do it yourself, and you know the tricks

of trade, then this can turn out to be a piece of art, something you can be proud of! Necessary
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Non-necessary Non-necessary. Attractive truck paint ideas are a matter of personal taste. Some
people prefer sleek, single-color truck paint jobs and some prefer patterned, multi-color paint
jobs. Use a combination of colors to create a basic, but stylish, truck paint job. Instead of
painting your truck apple red, have it painted red with a black underbelly and add thin black
stripes around the top of the truck bed. Instead of painting your truck white, paint the top
two-thirds white. Add a thin black stripe and make the bottom third of the truck body silver.
Create a basic truck paint job with a touch of pizazz by using special techniques that mix
different variations of a single color. Paint a truck with a blue fade, so that the truck is light blue
in front and dark blue in back for a sleek style. You can also use a fade that goes top to bottom
instead of front to back. Use a fade from top to bottom in white to green to create the
appearance of melting color on your truck. Go as wild as you want to create a truck paint job
with flames. Start with a white truck and add large blue flames coming from the underbelly. Add
some medium yellow flames and small orange flames over the blue flames for a colorful style.
Use white, gold and black flames coming from the hood of a yellow truck for a bold style. Use a
softer flame style if you want a subtle truck paint job. Use silver to outline the shape of flames
streaking from the grill of a white truck for a smooth style. Use metallic blue to outline the shape
of flames streaking from the wheel wells of a dark, metallic blue truck for a refined style.
Airbrush a picture onto a black truck hood to give the basic style a unique flair. Create an
intricate picture of wild horses running across a grass plain or create a simple picture of a white
skull and crossbones. Airbrush a cartoon devil on the back of an orange truck for a comical
style. Airbrush a wreath of roses around each door handle on a pink truck for a feminine style.
Claw marks are another unique type of truck paint job. The design looks as if an animal ripped
into the metal truck body. Paint jagged claw marks along the lower sides of a forest green truck.
A writer since , Aya Pauli has covered a variety of topics including food, fashion, beauty, health,
parenting, education, decor and crafts. Her award-winning recipes have been published in food
magazines such as "Taste of Home," and she is also the author of a salad cookbook. Pauli's
craft projects appear in major manufacturer websites, including Dow Styrofoam. She also holds
a CDA in early childhood education and works as a preschool teacher in Wyoming. Truck Paint
Ideas by Aya Pauli. Unique Truck Paint Ideas Airbrush a picture onto a black truck hood to give
the basic style a unique flair. References Chevy Heaven: Photo Gallery. Try it free for 14 days.
View Full Image. Sport Truck Magazine how to. We thought that it would be appropriate in our
Paint and Body issue to take a little trip back in time and revisit several of the trucks that have
not only graced the pages of Sport Truck since the turn of the century, but impacted the
custom-truck scene with their paint schemes. Much like any other art form, certain trucks tend
to influence the way that others build their rides. Many details such as wheels can be directly
copied. However, the cool kids on the block never completely duplicate a paintjob - they just
pull ideas and elements from existing paint schemes. It's natural to emulate something you like,
though. How many of us tied makeshift capes around our necks and attempted to fly like
Superman? So, sit back, relax, and give a courtesy flush if you happen to be on the throne
because this will be as much fun as jumping off the roof, only we won't be rushing you to the
emergency room afterwards. David's body-dropped F is a prime example of not only symmetry
in design, but a well-executed flow of graphic elements. Anthony at RAW used House of Kolor's

Cinnamon Pearl as a base and then built off of that, creating sweeping lines, skulls, and a
hand-drawn alligator pattern. Eric Dunaway's body-dropped Silverado features a tribal
swiss-cheese graphic laid over House of Kolor's Dime Time Green flames with devil tips. The
graphics not only find their way around the outside of Eric's truck, but flow through the door
panels and jambs as well. The rear of the truck features LED brake lights that reside perfectly
flush buried beneath the graphics. House of Kolor's Tangelo was sprayed within each of the
licks and pinstriped using yellow. Within the flames are circular accents that were airbrushed
using red pigments. Carlos knew that he wanted flames on his truck, but he was looking for
something a little different. Justin from Starbucks Customs hooked him up with a fresh idea of
realistic House of Kolor's Cobalt Blue flames with violet-candy accents. Although flames have
been a staple of the custom community for decades, Starbucks unique take on them has given
many people a fresh take on a classic idea. Jason's dualie is a wild mix of designs that literally
engulfs the entire truck. Every inch of this truck from the floorboards to the dash to the custom
center console have seen untold man-hours of work by Joel of Full Blown. House of Kolor's
Deep Purple was used as a base and then a horde of pigments was sprayed on the Chevy
canvas. Brian Hale's S is covered from head to tail with traditional flames that are dusted with
about 10 pounds of flake. Jared Crutchfield of Classic Traditions shot Yellow Lime and House of
Kolor's Pagan Gold over the red-candy base and then had Dan Schultz pinstripe and airbrush
two pinup-style girls on the rear pillars. When it comes to daily drivers, Brain Reaves' Silverado
is a perfect example of someone who isn't afraid to roll through town on a day-to-day basis with
a full-custom paint job. The scheme itself is basically a two-tone yellow and orange with a flame
split and a whole lot of airbrushing. Mike from The Painters Shak started with the stock yellow
and added purple flames with iron crosses, then interrupted them with orange and gray sweeps
of color. Naturally, a fire fighter would need a flamed truck, so when Eric Engle needed to set
his truck ablaze he called up Steve Vandemon. Using House of Kolor's pearls and Prism flake
Steve laid out a set of positive licks from the nose to the taillights. A second set of negative
flames was then added using House of Kolor's Red Pearl. More Photos View Slideshow. By
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Try it free for 14 days. View Full Image. Sport Truck Magazine how to. Because we know it can
be hard to find enough good information buried in a short, four-page tech story, we decided to
cut through the flowery descriptions and long-winded explanations and compile this list of paint
and body tips. Some of the tips are common sense items that are easily overlooked, and some
tips might make you say, "Hey, that's a great idea. So just read on already. Performing an
Internet picture search will give you the fastest results, but it might be hard to find any specific
details about paint materials and techniques used on the specific paintjob you're looking at.
Watch movies, because you never know where inspiration will come from. Look at that-we just
made watching television educational again. Hot Wheels are not just for collecting, they can be
a great source for painting inspiration. Plus, you get to keep the toy. Of course, car and truck
magazines are a great place to look for designs and styles. Go to a new-car dealer lot and look
at the new cars. OEM paint colors have become pretty cool of late, and this is a good place to
see colors on sheetmetal in the sun. Rummage through your old car show pictures. Trends
recycle over time and you never know, that booger graphic may come back in style in another
decade. Go to a truck show. This will be the best place to find vehicles like yours and see how
things look. Check out your local cruise night. You'll be able to closely inspect the paint and
find out who sprayed it. Go to an automotive swap meet because there should be a selection of
custom vehicles for sale and the owners are usually standing right there. You might even find a
deal on sandpaper while you're there. Visit custom fabrication and body shops to get ideas from
other rides being worked on. It's not stealing, and imitation is the best form of flattery. Tape out
graphic designs on your truck in the driveway. Tape is cheap and it won't damage your paint.
Don't go too wild with your first paintjob. The loftier the plans, the bigger your wallet needs to
be. Besides, you might want to change the paint scheme later on. Have the neighbor kids draw
pictures of your truck so you can see what other people think it should look like. Have a
rendering made. Get your ducks in a row before you contact an artist though. At least have a
general plan and color choices in mind before you bug an artist for a rendering. If you can track
them down, talk to other truck owners about their experiences with a shop you want to use. If
the shop is reputable, they'll put you in contact with clients they've made happy in the past. Talk
about the body mods you want during the estimate. Be specific and don't forget to mention any
work you want the shop to perform. Nothing sucks worse than having your final bill jump up

substantially from the estimate because halfway through the job you added more work and
forgot about the added cost. Take a picture of your truck and print the picture. Then trace it with
a felt tip pen that will bleed through the paper. Flip it over and you will have a coloring book
type outline of your truck that you can make a bunch of copies of. Now you can go wild. Heck,
you can even give some blank drawings to friends and see what they come up with. If you are
going to do the body mods yourself, then talk to the painter and find out what materials he uses.
This will cut down on the chance the paint will have an ill reaction like wrinkling if you use the
wrong prep products. Don't decide on a shop until you do some shopping. Get several quotes
then pick the one that best suits your needs. Look at the shop's brag books to see the quality of
work and style. Look inside the shop to see how clean and organized it is. Some dirt is fine, but
piles of trash and a foot-thick layer of sanding dust isn't. Check out the booth, prep, and
bodywork areas as well. If the booth is really dirty, then there is a chance this shop relies on
color-sanding to get the dirt out of the paintjob, and they will be charging you for that. Go back
several times. Are the same trucks still there being worked on? This is a sign that the shop
might take a long time to finish your work. Also never put down more than a percent deposit to
cover materials for your paintjob. This will avoid you getting burned if the shop goes out of
business and doesn't finish the work. Pick your wheel color at the same time you pick your
graphics or color. Be sure you can get the wheels you want in the color that works for your
truck. When picking a color, put all of the options out on the table and see which one looks the
best in the sea of sameness. Example: When Calin was picking the yellow paint for his S, he
pulled every yellow out of the color books to see which looked the most like yellow in the group.
If you're going to drive your truck every day, it's best to avoid complicated or detailed graphic
jobs that go near the front of the hood. These will be hard to touch up or repair once the rock
chips start to show up. If you plan on having your frame powdercoated to match your exterior
color, it's a good idea to pick the powder color first. It's easier to match the paint to the powder.
Get everything you need at once. Some paint supply houses will give you a discount when you
make a larger order, and mixing paint afterward if you run out can sometimes lead to
mismatched colors. Keep in mind that changing the color of the truck will almost double the
price over just reshooting the original color. If you still want to spend all that money and like the
original color, then apply the saved money for graphics. Another cool but cheaper option is
have the truck two-toned. That way the painter isn't using as much material or spending as
much time to complete the job. As we all know, materials and time equal money. Prep It For A
Shop Unless you're rich, take the truck apart yourself. Disassemble the truck as much as you
can to aid the shop and prevent any of your parts getting damaged or lost. Remove audio
equipment or anything of value from inside the cab. Temptation is a powerful thing. Remove the
glass. Some windshield and rear side glass is glued in and will need to be cut out. You can do it
if you take your time or just have a mobile glass guy come out and do it for you. Make sure your
air suspension is easy to operate. Nothing pisses off a shop as much as a truck that leaks and
has to constantly be worked on in ordered to be moved around the shop. Make sure the tires
hold air as well. The shop may not notice the flat tire and drive on it, and then you get into a
pissing match about who's going to replace it. Clean the truck as much as you can in areas the
shop might miss like inside fenderwells. Charge your battery. The truck will be started and
moved quite a bit, but not driven long enough for the alternator to recharge the battery. When
block-sanding, if you can't find a block that fits well into an odd body line you can make one
from a piece of wood or just about anything you have in the shop. Don't be afraid to think
outside the block. When smoothing plastic for painting, don't try and sand the plastic smooth
with the sandpaper. Just do a light scuff and then put down a few layers of high-build primer
and sand that smooth. Another plastic prep tip is to make sure to use an adhesion promoter like
Bulldog. The chemicals in these types of products will give your primer more bite and prevent
the paint from peeling off the plastic part later on. When shaving a door handle, it will help to
get a junk door from the salvage yard so you can cut filler pieces from it. The steel will be the
same thickness and have all of the proper body lines and curves. You can also get a completely
different door handle and graft that in as well. Line up all of the sheetmetal before you start
bodyworking the truck. You don't want to do a bunch of bodywork and then find out later that
your perfectly smooth panels are going to be re-aligned after the parts are painted and
re-installed, thus screwing up those perfect jambs and body lines. You can drill small pilot holes
where sheetmetal bolts together to make lining up during reassembly a snap. When you
reinstall the part, all you need to do is use an awl or a piece of sturdy wire to push in the hole to
set the proper alignment. Tape all shims together when you remove them, and also mark where
they came from to aid in reassembly. Hopefully you have all of the glass out before you start
bodyworking to prevent scratching the surface of your windows with the paper or burning it
with the welder. If the glass is going to stay in the truck, make sure to double- or triple-mask the

edges and cover large areas with a welding blanket or cardboard. If the glass is out, mask the
window opening shut. This will cut down on the amount of sanding dust entering the interior.
When MIG welding a small hole closed, you can use a piece of brass to back up the hole instead
of using a patch panel. The weld won't stick to the brass and this is much easier than cutting a
small filler piece. For shaving larger holes, make a small patch piece and weld a small tab on it.
This will give you a small handle so you have something to hold onto while you do the first
tack-welds. When replacing pieces of sheetmetal like rocker panels, make sure to have the door
in place and properly adjusted before welding the rocker panel in place. Use glazing putty to fill
small pin holes and light gouges for quicker results. If you strip anything down to bare metal
don't let it sit outside. Rust can start showing up in one evening because of the moisture that's
present in the air. You are better off covering the metal with spray paint or duct tape and
removing that when you are ready to work the area again. If you use a chemical stripper to
remove old paint, make sure to rinse the part and surrounding areas thoroughly before painting.
That stuff can linger and hide in tight spaces and could come back to ruin all of your fresh paint.
Another bad thing to let sit out in the sun is masking tape. If you have to push your project
outside for any substantial amount of time, you are better off removing the tape before the glue
dries out and the tape becomes brittle thanks to Mr. To get the best coverage out of your paint,
you can tint the primer to a similar color. Primer is cheaper than paint, so cover as much area as
you can with color-tinted primer first before painting if you are looking to save dough. Speaking
of cheap, if you're building a mild custom look into using single-stage enamel paint instead of
two-stage. Use grit paper to strip a panel to bare metal, grit to knock down body filler, grit to
block primer, and wet-sand the primer with grit before spraying the sealer. An often overlooked
area to detail is the small lip on the wheelwell openings. Make sure you get in there and sand it
as well so the paint will adhere to it. When you are finished spraying primer, make sure to clean
the gun right then and there. The longer it sits, the more chance the primer will dry up in the
small passages and turn a quick clean up into a scrubbing nightmare. Read all of the
instructions that come with your materials! Even if you have used a product before, you never
know if the company made a small change in the formula that will require a different procedure
for applying it. Make sure all components are compatible. If you don't know, don't mix them. Call
your supplier and make sure your sealer, primer and paint won't react in a negative way. Buy a
wall thermometer and humidity gauge hygrometer because this will help you mix the paints
properly to your booth temperature. Also make sure the truck itself is at the same temp as the
booth. If it has been sitting in the cold shop and you pull it in a heated booth you have to let the
sheetmetal come up to temp before spraying. Get a water trap in your air line. Nothing will
screw up a paintjob faster than a bunch of water entering the gun from the air line. If you are
having a custom color mixed, it might be a good idea to get an extra quart added to the order
just in case you need to touch up something later. Spray all of the jambs first, then proceed with
the outside of the truck. This will cut down on the chance of putting fingerprints in the fresh
paint when you go to close the door. You can't be too clean before painting. Just when you
think it's clean enough, make one more cleaning pass before picking up your spray gun. On
your final coat of paint, go ahead and over-reduce the paint by one more part. This will help it
lay flatter, but make sure to turn down the air just a bit. A good way to spray flake is to use a
gun with a 2. The large tip allows the flake to come out without clogging. Add the flake to some
clear, drop a small, brand-new nut in the paint-gun reservoir to act as an agitator, crank up your
air psi, and spray away. When spraying metallics on a disassembled truck, make sure all of the
panels are orientated as if they were on the truck. That way, the metallic paint will lay down
uniformly. This can also be applied to flakes. If you are using huge or splinter flake then you will
need a flake-buster gun. Follow the instructions on the flake-buster, and once applied, slip-on a
nonpowdered rubber glove to gently push the flake down flat. If you have never sprayed
candies then don't try it on your ride with your first paintjob. If you are going to try and spray
candy paints for the first time, then cut the candy mixture a little more with an intercoat clear.
This will help prevent blotches, but you'll have to lay down more coats. When spraying the
candy, make sure to start at one end of the truck and walk the whole side as opposed to doing it
in panels. This will help keep the coats uniform down the whole side of the truck. When you are
spraying clear, make sure your first coat is a very light coat. Let it flash off and then you can
start laying on thicker coats from there. If you are spraying clear over graphics that have tape
lines like stripes, spray a light coat over the graphics first. Let it flash or dry, and then do
another light coat over the entire truck. This will reduce the chance of creating runs along the
tape lines where clear will build up the fastest. If you do end up with a run or sag in the clear,
just let it dry and sand it off later. Some seasoned painters can keep spraying until the run drips
off the bottom of the truck but that is a skill learned in time. Ground the truck. A piece of chain
that drapes over the truck's frame and down to the shop floor will cut down on the static charge

the vehicle has and reduce the chance of dirt being drawn to it. Don't lay out any graphics until
the truck is assembled and all of the sheetmetal is properly aligned. This will look much better
than a bunch of multicolor overspray blobs. To go one step further, you could carry the graphic
all of the way through the jambs. But, if you chose to do that, don't forget the back of the cab
and the tailgate jamb. If you are going to use an airbrush to create a design, keep a watchful eye
on the tip. It can get partially clogged pretty quickly and screw up the atomization of the air and
paint. A quick wipe with your finger tips should be sufficient to remove anything that might be
on there. You can save a little money in the pinstriping area by painting it yourself. Instead of
learning how to use the brush, add the stripe during the graphics with one more taping step.
After you get the graphic laid out, spray your pinstripe color along the edges of the design.
When everything is dry you can peel away the tape to reveal the pinstriped graphic. To duplicate
a design on the other side of the vehicle make a pounce pattern. Use some masking paper to lie
over your taped area and rub it with a crayon. The crayon will leave a dark line where it goes
over the tape. Remove the paper and set it on a piece of cardboard. Then, with a pounce wheel
small spur-looking thing punch holes along the dark lines. Place the pattern on the other side of
the truck and pat the dotted line left by the pounce wheel with a sock filled with baby powder.
You'll end up with a dotted line of powder to follow with your tape. If you are sanding a factory
paintjob, grab some 3,grit paper and be very careful. Soak all of your wet or dry paper in a
bucket of clean water overnight to soften the papers' backing. This will cut down on the chance
the paper will gouge the surface of the body panels. Have a bucket of water and a spray bottle
ready when color-sanding. The bucket will be used to clean your paper, and the spray bottle
filled with soap and water mixture will be used to lubricate the sanding process. If you are
color-sanding a truck that is already assembled, protect all of your chrome and trim pieces with
tape to prevent scratching. Use tape to protect body lines and seams. These areas will sand
very fast and usually are the first places you will break through. When choosing a buffer, make
sure you find one with a variable speed adjustment, like the Dewalt or the Makita CY. Don't sand
an area that you can't get the buffer into unless you feel like polishing that area by hand. Sand
in a back-and-forth motion from the front to the back of the panel, not in circles. Check your
progress often with a squeegee. Stop sanding when the surface is devoid of shiny dots. The
buffer is designed to be used flat, so fight the urge to tip the buffer on edge. Keep a close eye
on your fresh paint if it gets bird poop on it. Remove it quickly because the acids in the crap will
have a field day on your unprotected finish. Use rags, cardboard, or any other soft material to
protect the paint while you rehang things like the doors or bumpers. Don't apply wax for at least
a month to let the paint fully cure. During that time, you can use a quick-detailing product to
keep it clean. For a deep clean before you put wax on the truck, wash it with dish soap. This will
remove any wax, dirt, or road grime that might have found its way on the paint. Once the paint is
cured and you are ready to wax, use a clay bar on the surface of the truck to remove any tiny
contaminant
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s stuck to the paint surface. This will prevent you from trapping a bunch of crud under your
wax. After clay, take your time and lay down a very good coat of wax. Invest in a good set of
microfiber towels. They don't scratch paint nearly as bad as shop rags and take off wax with
less effort. The last tip we can pass on is to be proud of your work no matter how it came out.
No one shoots a perfect paintjob the first time. Just make sure not to repeat any mistakes you
might have made the first time. More Photos View Slideshow. By The Sport Truck Staff. Follow
Truck Trend Network Facebook. Top 10 Supercharger Articles on TruckTrend. Truck Trend
Newsletter Sign Up. Email: Required. Zip Code:. Yes â€” I prefer to receive offers and
promotions from Trucktrend Network. Yes â€” I prefer to receive occasional updates with
special offers from carefully selected third party partners of Trucktrend Network. By
subscribing you agree to the terms and conditions of our terms of use. Becoming BluMajik.

